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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a simple and efficient method for segmenting multi-material volumes. Unlike standard image segmentation
techniques, this approach aims to extract accurate isosurfaces representing the boundary surfaces between different materials.
The segmented volumes obtained in this way meet the requirements of the topological correctness and geometrical accuracy
for isosurfacing. The approach involves three steps: first, voxels far from the boundary surfaces are labeled; then, the labels are
propagated with overlapping to ascertain which materials meet near the boundary surfaces; finally, an appropriate material is
selected from among the multiple labels assigned to a voxel with adaptive thresholding. Since the method consists of iterative
local operations, it is easy to parallelize for fast computation. The efficiency of the technique is demonstrated here using CT
scanned objects for complex shapes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
3D images (referred to here as volumes) consisting of
scalar fields sampled on a regular grid are obtained as
the output of CT/MRI scanning. Due to technologi-
cal advances in scanning, volume data is widely used
for many applications including medical imaging, com-
puter graphics and industrial applications. In this re-
search, we considered the problem of accurately ex-
tracting the boundary surfaces of CT scanned objects.
This issue was mainly focused on industrial applica-
tions in which the required level of accuracy is too high
for the voxel size.

Image segmentation methods are generally used to
extract the boundary surfaces. So far, many segmenta-
tion approaches have been developed [1, 19, 4, 5, 6]
(see also references therein). However, these tech-
niques produce only the boundary surfaces with a level
of voxel-size accuracy that is too rough for use in indus-
trial applications. As a result, standard segmentation
techniques are not suitable for solving our problem.

Another conventional method for extracting bound-
ary surfaces is isosurface extraction [12, 3, 10]. In
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Figure 1: Segmentation results of a multi-material 2D
image. The input CT image (top) is segmented (middle)
with setting threshold values (bottom). Left: two iter-
ations of thresholding with globally constants. Right:
adaptive thresholding proposed in this paper.

isosurfacing, a threshold value is specified as an iso-
value, and a polygon mesh approximating the isosur-
face is then generated. Since the positions of the mesh
vertices are computed with continuous interpolation of
scalar values at grid points, sub-voxel accuracy can
be achieved. This simple method is successfully used
when the scanned object consists of a single material
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Figure 2: Geometrical accuracy of segmentation results
for isosurfacing. Left: in the case the segmentation
does not contradict the iso-contour (blue curve), a good
polygonal approximation (black polyline) is obtained
by a grid-based polygonization. Right: if the segmenta-
tion contradicts the iso-contour at the voxels indicated
by the red circles, a poor approximation is obtained.

to segment the volume into its background (air) and the
object itself.

Let us consider a case in which the scanned object
consists of multi-materials (see Fig. 1 for an example).
In such a case, one might consider simply performing
two iterations of isosurfacing with setting globally con-
stant isovalues, but this solution leads to a misclassifi-
cation around material M3 (shown in white). This prob-
lem is caused by blurring effects common in CT im-
ages, which means there are intermediate values corre-
sponding to material M2 between materials M1 (black)
and M3 (white).

To extract accurate boundary surfaces from a multi-
material volume, we purpose to develop volume seg-
mentation that satisfies the following two criteria:

• Topological correctness

• Geometrical accuracy for isosurfacing

In order to satisfy the second criterion, the boundary
surfaces of the segmented volume should not contradict
the isosurfaces, as shown in Fig. 2. Further, the isosur-
faces are defined by isovalues depending on the materi-
als meeting at the boundaries. For example, the bound-
ary of material M3 in Fig.1 is defined by two isovalues
iso(M1,M3) and iso(M2,M3) which are adaptively se-
lected according to the materials meeting at the bound-
ary.

In this paper, we describe a simple method for seg-
menting a volume using label propagation. The impor-
tant point here is that the propagation generates over-
lapped labeling, which means multiple labels are as-
signed to each voxel. Since the multiple labels tell us
which materials may be present at the voxel, the isoval-
ues to be used for adaptive thresholding can be calcu-
lated from these labels.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the effectiveness of our method.
The isosurfaces with incorrect topology are obtained
by two iterations of isosurfacing with globally constant
isovalues. In contrast, we can extract the topologically
correct isosurface via our volume segmentation.

Figure 3: Polygon meshes approximating the isosur-
faces of a multi-material volume using two iterations of
isosurfacing with globally constant isovalues (left), and
isosurfacing with adaptively selected isovalues (right).

This paper is organized as follows. We mention the
related work to our method in Section 2. Section 3 de-
scribes the multi-material segmentation algorithm, and
Section 4 outlines the results, details related limitations
and future work.

2 RELATED WORK
Active contours

To extract edges on a noisy image, the active contour
model [9] is often used. Using a closed curve as an ac-
tive contour, the input image is segmented into the fore-
ground and the background. Since polyline or spline is
used for the evolution of a boundary curve, we can ob-
tain the boundary curve with sub-pixel accuracy. It is
possible to extract the boundary surface in a volume by
extending polylines to polygon meshes [20]. Level-set
formulations for active contours [15, 13] are also use-
ful to extract topologically complicated boundaries. For
extracting the boundaries of multi-material objects, we
can use multiphase level-set functions [21].

The active contour models are effective to extract
smooth boundaries in noisy volumes, for example, med-
ical imaging. In industrial applications focused in this
paper, input CT volumes are more clear and less noisy
because they are measured with more radiation expo-
sure of X-rays. Basically, it is possible to adapt the ac-
tive contours to our problem, but it is not an appropriate
choice for solving the problem in terms of its computa-
tional cost and accuracy. The surface evolution with
minimizing an objective function is a time-consuming
task, and a smoothness term in the objective function
prevents the surfaces from fitting the accurate isosur-
faces. Our method is specialized for fast extraction of
the accurate boundaries of multi-material objects in a
clear CT volume.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4: Algorithm overview. (a) A cross-section of an artificial volume. (b) Labeling of the voxels far from the
boundary. (c) Overlapped labeling with the label propagation. (d) Labels decided by the adaptive thresholding.

Polygonization of multi-material objects

Volume segmentation is regarded as a pre-processing of
polygonizing multi-material objects, that means poly-
gonizers require the segmented volume (identified ma-
terials) as input data in order to find the boundaries. So
far, several types of polygonizers have been proposed:
extensions of Marching Cubes [22, 7], dual of March-
ing Cubes [8, 14] and an accurate method for voxels
equipped with volume of fractions [2].

Volume segmentation for isosurfacing

Most closely related works are the volume segmenta-
tion algorithms proposed in [17, 18]. These segmenta-
tion algorithms are also purposed for accurate isosur-
facing. In [17], binary partitioning using Graph-cut [4]
are repeated after setting the seed regions obtained with
region-growing [1]. In [18], a voxel-based active con-
tour model is introduced. Both of the methods give us
highly accurate and topologically correct segmentation
results.

Comparing with the previous methods, our method
can be parallelized easily because label propagation is
performed as a local iterative operation. It is more ef-
ficient than the graph-cut or active contour based algo-
rithms while offering a similar quality of results.

3 MULTI-MATERIAL SEGMENTA-
TION ALGORITHM

Here we introduce an efficient algorithm for multi-
material segmentation of volumes. We denote the in-
put volume as V , which is a set of voxels {v j}. A gray
value denoted by gj is assigned to voxel v j. Given num-
ber of the materials n, the output is a segmented volume
S, which is a set of material ID s {s j} each representing
the material ID s j ∈ {1, · · · ,n} of voxel v j.

As shown in Fig. 4, the algorithm consists of several
steps, which are briefly described below.

1. Voxels far from the boundary surfaces are labeled
with thresholding of the gray values and their gradi-
ents . (Fig. 4 (b))

2. Labels near the boundary surfaces are propagated
with overlapping to ascertain which materials meet
at the boundaries. (Fig. 4 (c))

3. The appropriate label is selected as the material ID
among the multiple labels assigned to a voxel with
adaptive thresholding. (Fig. 4 (d))

The rest of this section explains the details of the above
steps.

3.1 Labeling apparent regions
With thresholding, we first label the regions in which
a material is apparently present. This section first ex-
plains how the threshold values are computed semi-
automatically, and then describes the method of label-
ing voxels according to the gray values of the volume.

Semi-automatic computation of threshold values

We compute threshold values using k-means clustering
on the gray values [11]. The computation is started by
setting the initial threshold values {Ti} (i = 1, · · · ,n−1)
given by the user. The threshold Ti is given as the user’s
guess for the isovalue iso(Mi,Mi+1). We also assume
that the values are enumerated in the ascending order
as T1 < T2 < · · ·< Tn−1.

The following steps are then iterated to optimize the
threshold values.

1. Define sets of voxels {Gi} (i = 1,2, · · · ,n) as

Gi =

⎧⎨
⎩
{v j| g j ≤ T1} if i = 1
{v j| Ti−1 < g j ≤ Ti} if 1 < i < n
{v j| Tn−1 < g j} if i = n.

2. For each Gi, calculate the average value mi and the
standard deviation σi of the gray values {g j}.

3. Update the threshold as Ti = (mi +mi+1)/2.

4. Go back to Step 1 if the new thresholds are far from
the old ones.

According to our experiments, the above iterative pro-
cess quickly converges within ten iterations. We use a
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Figure 5: Setting threshold ranges {Ri} for three mate-
rials on the histogram.

histogram of the gray values to accelerate the computa-
tion of the average value and the standard deviation via
integrating the gray values in Gi.

We then define a set of ranges {Ri} referred to as the
threshold range, as shown in Fig. 5.

Ri =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

[gmin,T1) if i = 1
[max(Ti−1,mi−σi),

min(Ti,mi +σi)) if 1 < i < n
[Tn−1,gmax] if i = n,

where gmin and gmax are the minimum and maximum of
the whole gray values, respectively.

The average value mi corresponds to the representa-
tive values of the material Mi. Using the values {mi},
we compute the isovalues which consists of a full sym-
metric matrix. The (α,β )-th element of the matrix cor-
responds to the isovalue iso(Mα ,Mβ ). More details are
described in Section 3.3.

For volumes obtained with well-analyzed CT scan-
ning systems, the representative values of known ma-
terials are sometimes given. In such a case, the ranges
{Ri} are computed with fixing the average values {mi}
as the given representative values.

Labeling with the threshold range

We decide on the label for voxel v j, whose gray value
g j is in the range of Ri and whose gradient magnitude is
low. Let Li be the set of voxels classified as the material
Mi.

Li = {v j| g j ∈ Ri and ‖∇g j‖< ε},
where the gradient ∇g j is computed using 3D Sobel fil-
ter, and ε is a user-specified parameter.

Once the voxels in Li are decided, we eliminate iso-
lated voxels from Li. The elimination rule is formulated
as

Li← Li \{v j| Nj ∩Li = /0},
where Nj represents 6-connected neighbors of voxel v j.

We also define doubtful voxels D as

D = V \
⋃

Li.

Fig. 6 shows an example of labeling with the threshold
range.

Figure 6: Labeling apparent regions. Left: gray values
{g j}. Right: labeling with the threshold ranges {Ri}.

propagation−−−−−−→
Figure 7: Label propagation with bitwise OR operation.

3.2 Label propagation
To fill out doubtful voxels D, the steps of label propaga-
tion are performed by setting apparently labeled voxels
as seeds. The proposed method involves two propaga-
tions. The first aims to fill voxels without overlapping,
and the second generates multiply labeled voxels while
allowing overlapping of labeled regions.

Before describing the details of theses propagations,
we introduce the data structure for representation of
multiply labeled voxels.

Data structure of labels

To represent sets of labeled voxels {Li} efficiently, we
assign an n-bit sequence f j to voxel v j. The i-th bit

denoted by f (i)
j ∈ {0,1} is defined by

f (i)
j =

{
1 if v j ∈ Li

0 otherwise.

For convenience, we denote the number of “1” in f j by

| f j|= ∑n
i=1 f (i)

j .

Label propagation without overlapping

We propagate label over doubtful voxels D by perform-
ing bitwise OR operation denoted by ∨ on the neigh-
boring labels, as shown in Fig. 7.

f j←
{ ∨

vk∈Nj
fk if | f j|= 0

f j otherwise
(1)

The above updating rule is simultaneously applied to all
voxels in D, and is iterated until there are no voxels with
| f j|= 0. The two images of Fig. 8 show an intermediate
step and the converged result.
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Figure 8: Label propagation without overlapping by
equation (1). Left: the labels after performing a prop-
agation step for the right image in Fig.6. Right: the
converged labels.

Figure 9: Label propagation with overlapping by equa-
tion (2). Left: the labels after performing a propagation
step for the right image in Fig.8. Right: the converged
labels.

Label propagation with overlapping

The second propagation is similar to the first one, and
is as shown below.

f j←
{ ∨

vk∈Nj
fk if | f j|= 1

f j otherwise
(2)

The above propagation does not change the labels at the
regions in D each of which is surrounded by a single la-
bel. Except in such regions, the iteration will converge
when voxels in D are given at least two labels. The two
images of Fig. 9 show an intermediate step and the con-
verged result.

3.3 Adaptive thresholding
The final result of volume segmentation is obtained by
selecting one label at multiply labeled voxels. The se-
lected label at voxel v j is set as a material ID s j in the
segmented volume S. The left image of Fig. 10 shows
the segmentation result of the input shown in Fig.6.

Our segmentation is aimed at extracting the bound-
ary surface as an isosurface. Accordingly, the isovalue
iso(Mα ,Mβ ) should be between the two gray values at
the neighboring voxels segmented as materials Mα and
Mβ . As proposed in [17], the isovalue is calculated by

iso(Mα ,Mβ ) = (mα +mβ )/2.

Thresholding doubly labeled voxels

Before considering the thresholding of multiply labeled
voxels in general, we explain a simple case involving
the thresholding of a doubly labeled voxel v j with | f j|=

Figure 10: Adaptive thresholding. Left: the selected
labels on the right image of Fig.9 with adaptive thresh-
olding. Right: the extracted iso-contours using the seg-
mentation result.

Figure 11: Ranges {Uik}.

2. Let i1, i2 (i1 < i2) be two material indices such as

f (i1)
j = 1, f (i2)

j = 1, and all other bits cleaned.
In this case, voxel v j is classified by comparing its

gray value g j and the isovalue iso(Mi1 ,Mi2). The mate-
rial ID s j is decided by the following rule.

s j =
{

i1 if g j < iso(Mi1 ,Mi2)
i2 if g j ≥ iso(Mi1 ,Mi2)

Thresholding multiply labeled voxels

In the general case of | f j| = K, we divide the whole
range of the gray values [gmin,gmax] into K sub-ranges.
Then, the range containing the gray value gj is found to
decide the material ID s j.

We first prepare the sequence {i1, · · · , iK} satisfying

f (ik)
j = 1 (k = 1, · · · ,K). The following ranges {Uik}

are then created, as shown in Fig. 11.

Uik =

⎧⎨
⎩

[gmin, iso(Mi1 ,Mi2)) if k = 1[
iso(Mik−1 ,Mik), iso(Mik ,Mik+1)

)
if 1 < k < K[

iso(MiK−1 ,MiK ),gmax
]

if i = K

Finally, the material ID s j is set to the index satisfying
the following relationship.

g j ∈Usj

See the appendix for more details on the implementa-
tion of the above procedure.

Isosurface extraction

Given the input volume V and its segmentation S, an
isosurface is polygonized with a grid-based algorithm,
for example Marching Cubes [12]. As shown in the
right image of Fig. 10, we generate mesh vertices which
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A cross-section Constant thresholdings

Overlapped labeling Adaptive thresholding

Figure 12: A segmentation result of the CT volume obtained by scanning blocks consisting of steel, aluminum and
rubber. Left: cross-sections of the volume. Right: polygonized isosurface using our segmentation.

are the intersection points of the grid-edges and the iso-
surface, and the vertices are then connected with poly-
gons in the grid-cells.

If two neighboring voxels denoted by v j and vk are
associated to different material IDs (s j 
= sk), a mesh
vertex is generated on the grid-edge whose end points
are v j and vk. Let p j and pk be the coordinates of the
voxels v j and vk, respectively. The coordinates of the
mesh vertex p are computed using the following linear
interpolation.

p = (wk p j +wj pk)/(wj +wk), (3)

where the weights wj = g j − iso(Msj ,Msk) and wk =
iso(Msj ,Msk)−gk.

If wj ·wk < 0, the isosurface does not intersect to the
grid-edge, that means the material IDs contradict the
isosurface as shown in the right image of Fig. 2. In this
case, the mesh vertex is located at the middle point of
p j and pk. As reported in the next section, this case
happens only less than 10%.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results

Fig. 12, 13 and 14 show the results. The sizes of the
input volumes are summarized in Table 1.

In Fig. 12, the input CT volume consists of 4 mate-
rials: steel, aluminum, rubber and air. The left four
images show cross-sections of the volume. The right
image shows a polygon mesh approximating the isosur-
face in the volume. The isovalues of the isosurface are
adaptively selected in terms of the segmented volume.

Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show the resulting isosurfaces rep-
resenting engine parts. The input CT volumes consist
of steel, aluminum and air.

Timing and quality

In Table 1, we demonstrate the speed of our segmenta-
tion algorithm. The timing is measured on a desktop

Figure 13: Isosurfaces of the CT scanned engine parts
consisting of steel (pink) and aluminum (green). Left:
the isosurfaces obtained with the globally constant iso-
values. Right: the isosurface obtained with the adaptive
isovalues.

computer equipped with Intel Core i7 4-cores of 2.93
GHz and 16 GB main memory. Since the algorithm can
be parallelized in a straightforward way, the computa-
tional time proportionally improves with increasing the
number of threads.

Table 2 shows the segmentation quality for isosurfac-
ing. For each material ID, a polygon mesh is firstly
generated by Marching Cubes [12] with the same grid-
resolution as that of the input volume V . Then, the qual-
ity is computed as the rate of the mesh vertices which
are successfully located on the isosurface (wj ·wk ≥ 0
in equation (3)). In all results, more than 90% vertices
are generated on the isosurfaces.
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Figure 14: A result of the CT volume segmentation (the
cylinder head of a motor-bike). Top: cross-sections of
the input and segmented volume. Bottom: the isosur-
face obtained with adaptive isovalues.

Table 1: Computational time of volume segmentation.

Name Size #threads Time (sec.)

Blocks 200×160×50 1 0.2082
(Fig. 12) 2 0.1264

4 0.0766
Engine 256×256×256 1 1.7132

(Fig. 13) 2 0.9099
4 0.5408

Cylinder 512×512×178 1 4.6464
(Fig. 14) 2 2.4587

4 1.3674

Table 2: Isosurface quality.

Name Material #vertices Quality (%)

Blocks Air 67 k 96.02
(Fig. 12) Rubber 28 k 91.20

Aluminum 27 k 95.36
Steel 25 k 99.07

Engine Air 314 k 98.98
(Fig. 13) Aluminum 297 k 97.32

Steel 80 k 94.42
Cylinder Air 746 k 99.84
(Fig. 14) Aluminum 714 k 99.81

Steel 209 k 99.92

(a) A cross-section (b) Isosurfaces

(c) Method [17] (d) Our method

Figure 15: A comparison with the method [17] using an
artificial volume.

Comparison

Fig. 15 shows a comparison with the graph-cut based
method [17] using an artificial volume which simulates
a scanning result of a sphere (high gray value) and a
cube (middle gray value). We applied Gaussian convo-
lution to produce blurring effects in CT scanning after
rasterizing the cube and sphere. The variance of the
Gaussian kernel is six voxels. The size of the volume is
288×192×192.

To apply the method [17], we used the public avail-
able software VolCut [16]. Fig. 15(c) and (d) show
cross-sections of the segmentation results. As summa-
rized in Table3, almost the same quality results for iso-
surfacing are obtained by our method and the method
[17].

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the segmenta-
tion, we also counted the misclassified voxels by com-
paring the results and the rasterization of the cube and
sphere. In the result of [17], about twice voxels which
should be classified as the background are misclassified
as the cube. The misclassification is mainly observed
near the contact part of the cube and sphere where the
boundary surface of the background has sharp features.
This problem is caused by the smoothing effects of the
graph-cut.

From the above comparison, we achieve almost the
same level of the quality while the speed is much faster
(more than ten times faster).

Parameter setting

In our segmentation method, the resulting segmenta-
tion depends mainly on the user-specified parameter ε .
Fig. 16 shows a part of the cross-section of the vol-
ume in Fig. 14, and the effects of changing ε . Thin
parts of materials in the CT image do not appear in the
segmented image with too small ε (Fig. 16(b)), while
unnecessary parts appear with too large ε (Fig. 16(d)).
Since an appropriate ε value is not computed with the
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Table 3: Quantitative comparison with the method [17] by using the volume shown in Fig. 15.

Method Time (sec.) Isosurface quality (%) #Misclassified voxels
Single thread Sphere Cube Background Sphere Cube Background

Method [17] 12.0 99.37 97.70 98.92 4,592 5,632 3,584
Our method 0.95 99.46 95.77 97.74 4,516 5,632 1,876

(a) CT image (b) Too small ε

(c) Appropriate ε (d) Too large ε

Figure 16: Effects of the gradient threshold ε .

Figure 17: Two different selections of the initial {Ti}
both of which will converge to Fig. 5.

current method, a number of ε values must be examined
to obtain a segmented image suitable for the user.

In the case representative CT values {mi} are un-
known, the user must guess the initial thresholds {Ti}.
Then, values {mi} are automatically computed through
the iterative process described in Section 3.1. Accord-
ing to our experiments, a rough selection of {Ti} is fine
for computing the appropriate values for {mi}. For ex-
ample, Fig. 17 shows two different selections of {Ti} on
the histogram of gray values, and both of the selections
give the same {mi} (shown in Fig. 5) within ten itera-
tions.

Limitation and future work

Since our fast segmentation algorithm is specialized
for CT volumes used for industrial applications, highly
noisy volumes used for medial imaging might not be

segmented correctly. This problem is a drawback of the
simplicity of the algorithm. We plan to make the algo-
rithm more noise-robust in order to deal with various
kinds of volumes while keeping its high-speed.

Another limitation of our algorithm is that it is diffi-
cult to correctly find thin-structures consisting of a few
voxel thickness (tubes and sheets). The reason of this
problem is that the CT value on such a thin-structure
can not reach to the corresponding representative value
because of blurring effects. According to our experi-
ments, at least four or five voxel thickness is required to
find appropriate seed voxels and doubtful voxels.
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APPENDIX

Algorithm 1 Adaptive-Thresholding
input:
n - the number of materials
f - n bit sequence
g - gray value of a voxel
output:
i - material ID

i← 0
for k = 1→ n do

if f (k) = 1 then
if i = 0 then

i← k
else

iso← (mi +mk)/2
if g < iso then

return i
end if
i← k

end if
end if
k← k +1

end for
return i
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